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Experiments searching for the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the electron de utilise
atomic/molecular states with one or more uncompensated electron spins, and these paramagnetic
systems have recently achieved remarkable sensitivity to de. If the source of CP violation resides
entirely in the hadronic sector, the two-photon exchange processes between electrons and the nu-
cleus induce CP -odd semileptonic interactions, parametrised by the Wilson coefficient CSP , and
provide the dominant source of EDMs in paramagnetic systems instead of de. We evaluate the
CSP coefficients induced by the leading hadronic sources of CP violation, namely nucleon EDMs
and CP -odd pion-nucleon couplings, by calculating the nucleon-number-enhanced CP -odd nuclear
scalar polarisability, employing chiral perturbation theory at the nucleon level and the Fermi-gas
model for the nucleus. This allows us to translate the ACME EDM limits from paramagnetic
ThO into novel independent constraints on the QCD theta term |θ¯| < 3 × 10−8, proton EDM
|dp| < 2 × 10−23 e cm, isoscalar CP -odd pion-nucleon coupling |g¯(1)piNN | < 4 × 10−10, and colour
EDMs of quarks |d˜u − d˜d| < 2× 10−24 cm. We note that further experimental progress with EDM
experiments in paramagnetic systems may allow them to rival the sensitivity of EDM experiments
with neutrons and diamagnetic atoms to these quantities.
1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the
universe continues to present us with one of the primary
empirical motivations for new physics. The observed pre-
dominance of matter over anti-matter, quantified by the
baryon-to-photon ratio ηB ≈ 6× 10−10, is now precisely
determined through cosmological observations. A dy-
namical explanation for such an asymmetry, under the
minimal assumption of the hot Big Bang model, requires
sources of CP violation as first laid out by Sakharov more
than half a century ago [1]. The known sources of CP vi-
olation in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics –
the CKM phase and QCD vacuum angle (the latter con-
sistent with zero to high accuracy) – are insufficient for
this task, providing empirical motivation for new sources
of CP violation that can explain the asymmetry.
Experimental searches for new sources of CP - or P, T -
violation have a long history, and electric dipole moments
(EDMs) of nucleons, atoms and molecules are some of
the primary observables (see, e.g., [2–5]). Fundamental
sources of T violation can feed into these observables in
a variety of ways, depending on the specific features of
the nuclear or atomic system. Searches for a neutron
EDM pre-date even the discovery of P violation in the
weak interactions, but the use of atomic and now molec-
ular systems to probe CP violation through EDM-like
observables has a more recent history, having been mo-
tivated by the possibility of various enhancement mech-
anisms [6–9]. Atomic/molecular EDM experiments are
usually classified by whether the relevant state is either
paramagnetic or diamagnetic, with the former principally
aimed at probing leptonic sources of CP violation via the
EDMs of unpaired electrons, and the latter mainly prob-
ing hadronic sources of CP violation via nuclear moments
[10].
The prevailing classification of EDM experiments has
been valuable in assessing their complementarity in prob-
ing the full range of potential CP -violating sources. How-
ever, in recent years, there has been quite dramatic
progress particularly in the use of paramagnetic molecu-
lar states to search for EDMs [11–14]. Indeed, the effec-
tive sensitivity to the electron EDM de via atomic and
now molecular EDM experiments has improved by a fac-
tor of more than 100 over the past decade. This raises
the question of whether EDM experiments in paramag-
netic systems may soon provide significant sensitivity to
hadronic sources of CP violation, complementary to that
from experiments targeting EDMs in diamagnetic sys-
tems and the nuclear Schiff moment [15–17], and also
the neutron EDM [18].
In the present paper, we address this question quan-
titatively, by focusing on the sensitivity of paramag-
netic EDM experiments, such as ACME [14], to CP -odd
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2semileptonic operators of the form,
L = CsSP
GF√
2
e¯iγ5e(p¯p+ n¯n) + C
t
SP
GF√
2
e¯iγ5e(p¯p− n¯n) ,
(1)
where e, n and p refer to the electron, neutron and
proton fields, respectively, and Cs,tSP are the couplings
for the singlet and triplet operators, respectively. The
subscript SP denotes the nucleon-scalar and electron-
pseudoscalar two-fermion bilinears. The semileptonic op-
erators CSP in (1) arise in the absence of any nuclear
spin and are coherently enhanced by the number of nu-
cleons in the nucleus, singling them out as the primary
contributors to paramagnetic EDMs beyond the electron
EDM, − i2dee¯Fµνσµνγ5e. Hadronic contributions to de,
e.g. from the QCD θ term, have been considered pre-
viously [19, 20], but the semileptonic operators above
provide the leading sensitivity in atomic and molecu-
lar experiments. In particular, the leading source of
paramagnetic EDMs due to the CKM phase is the CSP
operator [21], mediated by two-photon exchange. Be-
yond the Standard Model and extensions involving extra
elementary-particle generations, new sources of CP vio-
lation that manifest themselves in paramagnetic systems
predominantly via the semileptonic operator CSP , rather
than de, may arise in supersymmetric models and multi-
Higgs doublet models (for a general overview of these
types of models, see e.g. [4]).
In paramagnetic EDM experiments, the induced shift
of atomic/molecular energy levels under an applied ex-
ternal electric field Eext can be written in the form
∆E = −deEeff−Wc
[
CsSP +
(
Z −N
A
)
CtSP
]
+ · · · , (2)
where the factors Eeff and Wc are quantities that depend
on the small Eext, and Z, N and A denote the proton,
neutron and total nucleon numbers of the nucleus, re-
spectively. They are enhanced by a relativistic violation
of the Schiff theorem and (for molecular systems) the po-
larisability [6], and are now known to good precision for a
variety of molecular species, see e.g. [22–28]. The existing
null result from the ACME experiment [14], using ThO,
leads to the following 90% confidence-level constraint on
the effective CSP coupling averaged over the p− n com-
position of the Th nucleus:
|CsSP − 0.22CtSP | = |0.39CpSP + 0.61CnSP | < 7.3× 10−10 .
(3)
Quite generically, for hadronic sources of CP violation,
the de contribution to atomic/molecular EDMs is sub-
dominant to CSP .
The semileptonic operators in (1) can in turn be in-
duced by the leading sources of CP violation at the
hadronic level,
Lhadronic = − i
2
dnn¯Fµνσ
µνγ5n− i
2
dpp¯Fµνσ
µνγ5p
+ g¯
(0)
piNN N¯τ
aNpia + g¯
(1)
piNN N¯Npi
0 + ... , (4)
FIG. 1. (Color online) CP -violating leading order (LO)
semileptonic processes involving the exchange of a pi0 or η
meson. The grey vertex denotes the anomalous coupling (at
the one-loop level) of the pi0/η meson to the electromagnetic
field, while the magenta vertex denotes the CP -violating cou-
pling with the nucleon.
where N = (p, n)T is the nucleon doublet, dn,p refers to
nucleon EDMs, and g¯
(0,1)
piNN are the isovector and isoscalar
CP -odd pion-nucleon couplings, respectively. This for-
mula can also be generalised to include CP -odd inter-
actions with the octet η meson, ηN¯(g¯
(0)
ηNN + g¯
(1)
ηNNτ
3)N .
Thus we aim to determine
CSP = CSP (dn, dp, g¯
(0)
pi/ηNN , g¯
(1)
pi/ηNN , . . .) , (5)
that can be induced in particular by two-photon exchange
processes (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The hadronic-scale inter-
actions in (4) are in turn induced by more fundamental
sources, such as θQCD, quark EDMs and chromo EDMs
[4]. In what follows, we will examine the leading de-
pendencies in (5), and explore the induced sensitivity to
fundamental CP -violating hadronic sources.
2. SEMILEPTONIC OPERATORS INDUCED BY
CP-ODD NUCLEON POLARISABILITIES
When the underlying sources of CP violation are
hadronic and the nuclei of interest are spinless, the
semileptonic couplings CSP in (1) can be generated by
two-photon exchange processes via CP -odd nucleon po-
larisabilities,
L = −1
4
N¯(βs + τ
3βt)NFµν F˜
µν (6)
= (βpp¯p+ βnn¯n)E ·B . (7)
Application of an external electric field E leads to an in-
duced magnetic dipole moment βE, and the sign in (6,7)
is chosen to coincide with the CP -even polarisability con-
vention, L = αpolE2/2.
A complete calculation of the CP -odd nuclear scalar
polarisability is a complicated task, but at the nucleon
level it can be performed using chiral perturbation the-
ory. The leading order (LO) terms arise at O(m−2pi ) in
3FIG. 2. (Color online) CP -violating next-to-leading order
(NLO) semileptonic processes involving a charged-pion loop.
The magenta vertex again denotes the CP -violating coupling
of the pion with the nucleon, while the black vertex denotes
the coupling of the electromagnetic field to the nucleon mag-
netic dipole moment. The analogous processes with the ma-
genta vertex interchanged with the other pion-nucleon vertex
are implicit.
the pion mass mpi, as shown in Fig. 1, and are given by
βLOp(n)= −
α
piFpim2pi
[
g¯
(1)
piNN+(−)g¯(0)piNN+
g¯
(0)
ηNN√
3
m2piFpi
m2ηFη
]
,
(8)
where Fpi ≈ 92 MeV is the pion decay constant, and Fη
is the octet η-meson decay constant, which we take to
be Fη ≈ Fpi. The appearance of the factor α/pi in this
formula is due to the one-loop nature of the pi0γγ vertex.
We have neglected small isospin-breaking effects, η − η′
and pi0 − η mixings, as well as g¯(1)ηNN , as only the singlet
contribution of η proves to be important in the concrete
examples below. We next address the first formally sub-
leading correction, which emerges from a charged-pion
loop that interacts with E, while the magnetic moment
of the nucleon interacts with B (see Fig. 2). The next-
to-leading order (NLO) result arises at O(m−1pi ), and is
given by
βNLOk =
αgAg¯
(0)
piNN
4FpimNmpi
{ −µn/µN for k = p ,
µp/µN for k = n ,
(9)
where gA ≈ 1.3 is the axial triplet coupling, mN is the
nucleon mass, µn,p are the nucleon magnetic dipole mo-
ments, and µN is the nuclear magneton. We observe that
this answer is numerically rather larger than would have
naively been expected, in part as a result of the large val-
ues of µn,p. Also, the CP -odd polarisabilities of neutrons
and protons have the same sign, as µn is negative while
µp is positive, and so add constructively.
To compute the contributions to CSP , we next per-
form the integral over the diphoton loop, which is soft
compared to the hadronic scales that were integrated out
above, and average the result over the nucleon content in
a nucleus. We find, to logarithmic accuracy, a known
result for the semileptonic operator in the contact ap-
proximation:
GF√
2
C
(β)
SP = −
(
Z
A
βp +
N
A
βn
)
3αme
2pi
ln
(M
me
)
. (10)
FIG. 3. (Color online) CP -violating µ − d semileptonic pro-
cesses with internal nuclear excitations. The black vertex
again denotes the interaction of the electromagnetic field with
the nucleon magnetic dipole moment µ, while the cyan ver-
tex denotes the interaction with the nucleon electric dipole
moment d. The analogous processes with the black and cyan
vertices interchanged are implicit.
In the limit of a pointlike and structureless nucleus, the
renormalisation scaleM is different for the LO and NLO
contributions: for the LO terms, it is set by the pi/η
form factor (i.e., a hadronic scale related to the ρ meson
mass mρ), while for the NLO process, M ≈ mpi due to
the presence of the pion propagators in the charged-pion
loop. The nuclear size, which sets the value of the atomic
s−p mixing matrix element induced by CSP [29, 30], does
not play any role in regularising the integral, which ex-
tends down to ∼ me (corresponding to an interaction on
the length scale ∼ m−1e ). The modification of the forms
of relativistic atomic wavefunctions on the super-nuclear
length scales (8Zαme)
−1 . r . m−1e in sufficiently heavy
atoms (see, e.g., [30]) gives rise to non-logarithmic cor-
rections to atomic s−p mixing matrix elements. We also
note that going beyond the logarithmic approximation in
the NLO case would prevent the factorisation of the pho-
ton and pion loops, and would necessitate a full two-loop
calculation.
Thus far, we have neglected the fact that the internal
nuclear dynamics may affect the values of the β coeffi-
cients, and also lead to additional contributions to the
CSP coefficients. For example, the pion loop calculation
in the NLO process above assumed that the intermedi-
ate nucleon propagator is “free”, while in reality it will be
modified by nuclear in-medium effects. Moreover, EDMs
of individual nucleons will lead to semileptonic operators
that do not reduce to the simple E ·B nuclear polaris-
ability form — we now address these types of processes.
3. SEMILEPTONIC OPERATORS INDUCED BY
NUCLEON EDMS
Let us consider the semileptonic processes in Fig. 3
that correspond to the exchange of two photons between
atomic electrons and nucleons, with internal nuclear ex-
citations. In this case, we assume that the nucleons pos-
sess both magnetic (µ) and electric (d) dipole moments,
as defined in (4) for the latter. We consider the simplest
4non-interacting Fermi-gas model of the nucleus, and sin-
gle nucleon excitations. Integrating over the temporal
component of the loop momentum leads to the following
result per nucleon,
GF√
2
C
(µd)
SP
∣∣∣∣
per nucleon
≈ 4meαµd
3pi2
∫
d3k
|k|4 , (11)
where k is the spatial part of the loop momentum. The
integral in this case is dominated by the residue near
the nucleon pole, with the virtual electron and photons
deeply off-shell. Note also that Schiff’s screening the-
orem [31] does not apply to the semileptonic processes
under consideration, since the interaction of one of the
virtual photons with the nucleon (or nucleus) is magnetic
in nature.
To generalise to the case of a nucleus with A 1 nu-
cleons, we have to average the product µd over the p−n
content of the nucleus, and evaluate the integral over
the spatial loop momenta. If the initial nucleon momen-
tum is p, where in the Fermi-gas model |p| ≤ pF , then
the intermediate nucleon momentum typically lies above
the Fermi surface, |p + k| ≥ pF . This provides the IR
regularisation of the integral in (11) that can be readily
computed in terms of p = |p| and the Fermi momentum
pF ,∫
d3k
|k|4 =
4pi
pF
[
1
2(1− x2) +
1
4x
ln
(
1 + x
1− x
)]
, x = p/pF .
(12)
Averaging over x with the normalised 3x2dx distribution
in the interval 0 < x < 1 leaves a logarithmic divergence
as x → 1 from the first term in (12). We regularise
this average by taking into account the finite number of
nucleons in a nucleus, xmax ≈ 1− 1/(3A):
1
4pi
〈∫
d3k
|k|4
〉
≈ 3
4pF
ln (A) , (13)
where pF ≈ 250 MeV is the typical Fermi momentum of
a nucleus. The contribution (11), generalised to a heavy
nucleus, then takes the form:
C
(µd)
SP ≈
8
√
2meα
2 ln(A)
GF pFmN
(
Z
A
µp
µN
dp
e
+
N
A
µn
µN
dn
e
)
(14)
≈ 3.4× 10−11 ×
(
dp − dn
10−24 e cm
)
, (15)
where we have averaged the product 〈µd〉 over all nucle-
ons in the nucleus. (In the second line above, we have
presented an approximate expression for a heavy nucleus
with A ∼ 200 and Z/A ∼ 0.4, for which the orthogonal
combination dp + dn can be neglected.)
The result (14) does not exhaust all possible nu-
clear contributions. In particular, CP -violating hadronic
sources will also induce contributions to the CP -odd nu-
clear scalar polarisability from the near-outer-shell nucle-
ons that will depend on the details of the discrete nuclear
structure. The calculation of such effects goes beyond the
scope of this work. We believe that the bulk contribution
of nucleons, which is enhanced in the atomic/molecular
EDM by the factor O(A) and so grows with the total
number of nucleons in a regular manner, is adequately
captured by our treatment above.
4. CONSTRAINTS ON CP-VIOLATING
PARAMETERS
We now turn the current experimental limit on CSP
given in (3) into constraints on the fundamental param-
eters characterising CP violation in the hadronic sector.
Using the µ−d interactions of protons inside the nucleus
(14), and neglecting dn which is already constrained di-
rectly, we derive the novel bound
|dp|ThO < 2× 10−23 e cm , (16)
which is only a factor of 100 less stringent than the limit
derived from the constraint on the Hg EDM [15].
Next we address constraints related to the LO pi0 ex-
change, when the neutron and proton contributions add
constructively, which is the case with the g¯
(1)
piNN coupling.
We immediately obtain the limit
|g¯(1)piNN |ThO < 4× 10−10 , (17)
that upon use of the QCD sum-rule estimate of g¯
(1)
piNN (d˜q)
[32] can be translated into a limit on the isovector com-
bination of light-quark colour EDMs (CEDMs):
|d˜u − d˜d|ThO < 2× 10−24 cm . (18)
These limits are more stringent than those derived from
Xe EDM experiments [16, 17] and are comparable to
those derived from neutron EDM experiments [33], but
are nominally less stringent than the limits derived from
Hg EDM experiments using constraints on the nuclear
Schiff moment [15]. However, the most recent nuclear
calculations of the dependence of the Hg Schiff moment
on the g¯
(1)
piNN coupling indicate significant sensitivity to
assumptions about the underlying nuclear structure [34]
(indeed the sensitivity of this system to g¯
(1)
piNN can be
formally null within such nuclear uncertainties), which
also propagates to substantial uncertainty in the limits
on CEDMs inferred from the Hg EDM bound. Our re-
sult in (17) provides a completely independent limit on
g¯
(1)
piNN , with less theoretical uncertainty, since the effect
is dominated by a bulk property of the nucleus.
We are now ready to address perhaps the most in-
teresting quantity: the limit on the QCD vacuum angle
provided by EDM experiments in paramagnetic systems.
To this end, we can utilise the chiral-limit results for the
5nucleon EDMs, g¯
(0)
piNN and g¯
(0)
ηNN induced by θ¯:
dp(n)(θ¯) = −(+)gAg¯
(0)
piNNe
4pi2Fpi
ln
(M
mpi
)
, (19)
g¯
(0)
piNN (θ¯) = −
m∗θ¯
Fpi
〈p|u¯u− d¯d|p〉 , (20)
g¯
(0)
ηNN (θ¯) = −
m∗θ¯√
3Fη
〈p|u¯u+ d¯d− 2s¯s|p〉 , (21)
where m∗ = mumd/(mu + md), and the strange quark
contribution to m∗ has been neglected. The renormal-
isation scale of the chiral loop [35] can be taken to be
M ∼ 4piFpi, and the sub-logarithmic corrections have
been neglected. [For a more in-depth treatment, one can
use QCD sum-rule or lattice estimates of dN (θ¯).] The
nucleon matrix elements are known to some accuracy
from hadron spectroscopy and lattice calculations. Using
(md −mu)〈p|u¯u − d¯d|p〉 ≈ 2.5 MeV, (md + mu)〈p|u¯u +
d¯d|p〉/2 ≈ 38 MeV and 〈p|s¯s|p〉 ≈ 0.1〈p|u¯u + d¯d|p〉
[36, 37], one finds g¯
(0)
piNN ≈ −0.017θ¯, in good agreement
with e.g. [38, 39], and g¯
(0)
ηNN ≈ 5g¯(0)piNN . With these val-
ues, we observe that the LO contributions of pi0 and η
exchange to CSP almost cancel for the p − n compo-
sition of the Th nucleus, as well as other heavy nuclei
(but not light nuclei). Given the considerable degree of
uncertainty in the quark bilinear matrix elements, this
cancellation can suppress the naive pi0 exchange contri-
bution by an order of magnitude or more, rendering the
LO result intrinsically very uncertain in the case of heavy
nuclei. However, we can combine the NLO contribution
together with the µ − d contribution to obtain the fol-
lowing prediction for a heavy nucleus with A ∼ 200 and
Z/A ∼ 0.4 (which includes nuclei of experimental interest
such as Th, Tl, Hg, Hf and Xe):
CSP (θ¯) ≈
[
0.1LO + 1.0NLO + 1.7(µd)
]× 10−2θ¯ ≈ 0.03 θ¯ ,
(22)
where the numbers in parentheses show the LO, NLO
and µ−d contributions to CSP , respectively. Each num-
ber here can vary by as much as 50% (or more in the
case of the LO contribution) upon varying M and other
parameters. (We also note that the IR scale in the NLO
contribution, mpi, can be renormalised somewhat inside
the nucleus due, e.g., to Pauli blocking, and a shift in the
in-medium value for mpi.) With these caveats, the above
result translates to the following limit on the QCD vac-
uum angle,
|θ¯|ThO . 3× 10−8 . (23)
This is only a factor of about 100 less stringent than the
limit extracted from neutron EDM experiments.
5. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have shown that paramagnetic EDM
experiments, by virtue of their dramatic recent gains, are
TABLE I. Summary of bounds on CP -violating hadronic pa-
rameters from the paramagnetic ThO EDM experiment de-
rived in the present work, as well as from EDM experiments
with neutrons and diamagnetic atoms.
System |dp| (e · cm) |g¯(1)piNN | |d˜u − d˜d| (cm) |θ¯|
ThO 2× 10−23 4× 10−10 2× 10−24 3× 10−8
n — 1.1× 10−10 5× 10−25 2.0× 10−10
Hg 2.0× 10−25 1× 10−12 a 5× 10−27 a 1.5× 10−10
Xe 3.2× 10−22 6.7× 10−8 3× 10−22 3.2× 10−6
a These limits can formally be null within nuclear uncertainties.
now exhibiting levels of sensitivity to hadronic sources of
CP violation that are becoming competitive with exper-
iments focusing directly on the nuclear Schiff moment
and the neutron EDM. When the source of CP viola-
tion is localised in the hadron sector, it is well known
that the top-quark/Higgs two-loop mechanism can give
a large contribution to de [40]. On the other hand, as
our paper demonstrates, when the main mediation mech-
anism is via light quarks, as is the case with the theta
term and light-quark (C)EDMs, the main pathway for
communicating CP violation to the EDMs of paramag-
netic systems is via the CSP operator in (1), while de can
be neglected. This sensitivity arises through the two-
photon generation of CSP that is coherently enhanced
by the number of nucleons. We have considered two
distinct two-photon exchange mechanisms for generat-
ing such CP -violating semileptonic operators: (i) the ex-
change of pi0 and η mesons between atomic electrons and
nucleons, as well as charged-pion loops generating CP -
odd nucleon polarisabilities, and (ii) CP -odd nuclear ex-
citations due to nucleon EDMs.
In Table I, we summarise our newly derived bounds
from the paramagnetic ThO EDM experiment on the
various CP -violating hadronic parameters and compare
with bounds from EDM experiments with neutrons and
diamagnetic atoms. The most precise result in our anal-
ysis is the constraint on the isoscalar g¯
(1)
piNN coupling,
Eq. (17), where the effect comes from pi0 exchange be-
tween unpaired electrons and the nucleus. This result
is devoid of any substantial nuclear uncertainties, since
the effect is dominated by a bulk property of the nu-
cleus. When converted to a limit on light-quark CEDMs,
the uncertainty is significant [32], but future progress in
lattice QCD calculations may reduce this substantially.
The limits on other parameters, including θ¯, are sensitive
to the assumptions about nuclear structure. We chose
the simplest possible Fermi-gas model of the nucleus, ex-
ploiting the coherent nature of the effect, as CSP is con-
tributed to by all nucleons inside a nucleus. We observe
that for the µ − d contribution, there is a logarithmic
enhancement, and the result (13) is also somewhat en-
hanced for the nucleon states close to the Fermi surface,
which in turn are expected to be more sensitive to the de-
tails of the discrete nuclear structure. This suggests that
6our estimate of C
(µd)
SP is probably correct only to within
a factor of ∼ 2, and would benefit from a more in-depth
nuclear treatment. There are also reasons to suspect that
the tree-level exchange of pions within a nucleus may pro-
vide some additional enhancement [9] compared to the
loop-level contributions considered here for the NLO and
µ− d processes.
While generally less stringent by about two orders of
magnitude than the limits inferred from EDM experi-
ments in neutrons and diamagnetic atoms, the bounds
derived via the novel mechanisms considered in this paper
may soon become remarkably competitive. Future exper-
imental progress with molecular EDM experiments, or
potentially solid-state technologies (see, e.g., Refs. [41–
44]), may shrink this gap quite rapidly. We note that the
novel mechanisms considered in the present paper arise
even in the absence of nuclear spin, in principle enabling
the utilisation of any nuclear isotope. This is in contrast
to EDM experiments in diamagnetic atoms that rely on
the mechanism of the nuclear Schiff moment, which can
only arise for nuclei with nonzero spin. The results de-
rived in this paper may also be used for searches of time-
dependent CP -odd hadronic parameters via EDM exper-
iments in paramagnetic systems, similarly to the analysis
performed on dn in [45] following the theoretical work of
[46, 47].
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